STEWARDS REPORT
ALICE SPRINGS TURF CLUB SUNDAY 03RD MARCH 2013
TRACK: GOOD
WEATHER: FINE
STEWARDS: D WESTOVER (CHAIRMAN), M HURLEY B LYSAGHT, J
ASH, M CAMPION
OFFICIALS: A MARSH
VETERINARIAN: D MECWAN
SWABBING ATTENDANT: A GRAAFF
NUMBER OF RACES: 5
NUMBER OF RUNNERS: 45
STAKES PAID: $47,450
TROBIS PAID: $5,000

RACE 1 MAIDEN PLATE 1200 METRES:
As the gates opened, JUST GOLD (B Hoppo) which was a little slow into stride shifted
out slightly and momentarily inconvenienced LANOGATCO (B Huppatz).
On jumping GOLDEN FELIX (P Johnson) was slow into stride.
Approaching the 750 metres, TAIMAZON TRUFFEL (K Manoukian) shifted out bumping
HILLBILLY RICH (C Moon).
JUST GOLD brushed the running rail at the 600 metres.
Subsequent to this event stewards questioned apprentice C Ellis in regards to her ride
on LUST IN TIME which finished last in the event.
C Ellis advised that the gelding did not perform and maybe going for a spell.
Whilst stewards accepted her explanation she was advised of her obligations to ride her
mounts out to the end of the race and not to leave her rides open for question.

1ST JOHN’S CHOICE

2ND BRITISH BULLDOG

3RD HILLBILLY RICH

RACE 2 0-64 HANDICAP 1200 METRES:
As the gates opened, NAVIGATION (B Hoppo) jumped a little awkward whilst STORMY
REBEL (K Manoukian) was slow into stride.
On jumping, INDEE’S HOPE (C Moon) knuckled slightly and as a result bumped with
CAPTAIN SYDNEY (M Evans) on its outside.
Approaching the 1100 metres, DAJI (R Vigar) rolled out slightly causing INDEE’S HOPE
out onto CAPTAIN SYDNEY which was momentarily tightened for room onto CLYNE (K

Connor). R Vigar was advised by stewards that he must make a greater effort to keep
his mounts straight under similar circumstances.
About the 100 metres, RAGTRADER (B Huppatz) bumped with CLYNE whilst INDEE’S
HOPE shifted out under pressure and bumped with NAVIGATION.
1st MEGA MISS

2ND RAGTRADER

3RD INDEE’S HOPE

RACE 3 0-58 HANDICAP 1100 METRE:
On jumping, YOU ARE SO VAIN (C Ellis) was tightened between runners whilst
SOUTH BAY GIRL (K Connor) and DASCHEM HALO (J Cameron) made contact.
Shortly after jumping, YOU ARE SO VAIN attempted to buck for approximately 400
metres and began to drop out.
MISS PERFORMER (K Manoukian) raced wide with no cover.
Subsequent to this event stewards ordered a veterinary inspection of METRO which
performed poorly and YOU ARE SO VAIN which attempted to buck during the event.
The club veterinary surgeon reported no apparent abnormalities could be found with
either runner.
Stewards advised Ms M Bell fore-woman for Mr V Oldfield the trainer of METRO that
prior to that filly again starting in a race, it must barrier trial to the satisfaction of the
stewards in a more competitive fashion.
Mrs L Lefoe the trainer of YOU ARE SO VAIN was notified by stewards that prior to that
mare again starting in a race, it must barrier trial to the satisfaction of the stewards in 2
barrier trials in a more tractable fashion.
1ST SOUTH BAY GIRL

2ND VIVA LA RANGA

3RD CRIMEA

RACE 4 OPEN HANDICAP 1100 METRES:
As the gates opened, JOKEN JIM (K Manoukian) jumped a little awkward bumping
DIESELFUEL (C Moon) on its outside.
On jumping, ALPHA GOLD (S Evans) jumped awkward and knuckled slightly and
getting its head up and there after commenced to race wide from the 650 metres.

About the 250 metres, JOKEN JIM shifted out bumping DIESELFUEL onto CONCINI (J
Cameron).

1ST PIONEER PRINCE 2ND LUCURNE VALE

3RD DISC JOCKEY

RACE 5 0-70 HANDICAP 1400 METRES:
As the gates opened, BE INVINCIBLE (B Hoppo) knuckled slightly whilst CARNEGGAN
DASHER (B Huppatz) was slow into stride.
NOTHING BY HALF (C Ellis) had to steady in between runners close to the winning
post.
Subsequent to this event J Cameron the rider of DANCINGONTHEPEAK was found
guilty of a charge under AR.137A (5)(a)(ii).
The specifics of the charge being that she used her whip in a fore-hand fashion on ten
occasions prior to the 100 metres.
Stewards acting under AR.196 (2) ordered that J Cameron forfeit her riding fee for this
event.
1ST CELTIC GHOST

2ND GAP EXPRESS

3RD DANCINGONTHEPEAK

Post-race samples were taken from all winners.
Pre-race samples were taken from Race 5; SPINNING APPLE, DANCINGONTHEPEAK
There were no pre race TCO2 samples taken on Sunday 17th February to report
Horse

Trainer

Result

SUMMARY
Stewards reconvened an inquiry which was adjourned from the race meeting at Pioneer
Park on the 17th February as to Ms North leaving the course early with her runner
BOOM TRADER within half an hour of finishing such race.

After considering evidence from Ms North, stewards found Ms North to be in breach of
AR.117(3) in that she removed her runner from the saddling paddock within half an hour
of finishing such race without the consent of the stewards.
Ms North was fined the sum of $100.
Ms North was further reminded of her obligations to report to the stewards as soon as
practicable anything which might have effected the running of their horse in a race as
required under AR140(b) after it was discovered that BOOM TRADER sustained a
injury to its suspensory ligament during the event.
Licensed stable-hands Ms Kody Oxlade and Mr Darren Burgess were fined $100 for
failing to display their license identification badges as required under NT107.
Both persons have previously been advised to do so.

SUSPENSIONS:

Nil

FINES:

K North $100 D Burgess $100 K Oxlade $100

FORFEIT RIDING FEE:

J Cameron Race5

REPRIMANDS:

Nil

EMBARGO’S:

Race 3 YOU ARE SO VAIN, METRO

VETERINARY CERTIFICATE:

Nil

